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ABSTRACT

QUANTIFYING DIFFERENCES IN SPHERICAL VS DEFORMED

HAUSER-FESHBACH CALCULATIONS

Joshua Forsyth

Department of Physics

Bachelor of Science

Within the last decade, the Hauser-Feshbach formula used to compute nu-

clear cross sections has been modified to account for nuclear deformation [1].

One such code was used to calculate three sets of nuclear cross sections for

1
0n through 295

118Og. The first two sets consisted of spherical calculations, the

first using purely spherical calculations and the second using spherical calcula-

tions with enhancements to the level densities to account for rotational states.

The third set consisted of fully deformed calculations. Results of this code

were computations of all three cross section sets for over 300,000 reactions.

Graphical representations such as histograms, scatter plots, and density plots

were created to visualize these computations and aid in the analysis. Specific

reaction channels examined in detail were neutron capture, proton capture,

(n,2n), (n,p), (p,n), and (p,2n) reactions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A nuclear cross section is the experimentally independent component of the prob-

ability that a given reaction will occur when a target nucleus is bombarded by an

incident particle. For stable targets, these cross sections can be measured in the

laboratory. However, reaction networks used in fields such as astrophysics, nuclear

reactor physics, and radiochemistry also require cross sections on unstable targets,

which decay before sufficient data can be taken to measure the cross section [2–4].

For example, in astrophysics, knowing the probabilities of certain reactions can help

to model and understand the lives and behaviors of stars [3]. For reactor physicists

and engineers, knowing the likelihood that the iron in the reactor walls and shielding

material will turn into cobalt helps them to know the statistical percentage of iron

remaining in said materials and how much has become cobalt—a much more brittle

metal [2]. Similarly, radiochemistry uses cross sections for purposes like modeling the

percent yield of a certain nuclear reaction, which can help with the diagnostics of

nuclear weapons [4]. Because cross sections on unstable targets cannot be measured,

models must be used to calculate them.

1



1.1 Cross Sections 2

1.1 Cross Sections

The rate of a particular nuclear reaction occurring when a target is bombarded with

a beam of particles is given by

R

R0

= N
σ

A
, (1.1)

where R is the rate at which reactions occur, R0 is the rate at which the target

material is struck with incident particles, N is the number of target nuclei, A is the

area of the target material, and σ is the cross section of the reaction [5]. Rearranging

Equation 1.1 to solve for R yields

R

R0

= N
σ

A
(1.2)

R = N
σ

A
R0 (1.3)

R = JNσ (1.4)

where the new quantity J is the flux of the beam of particles incident on the target

nucleus. This flux denotes the number of incident particles per area per second, which

is a property of the beam. N is a property of the target material. The cross section

σ, on the other hand, depends only upon the fundamental interactions between a

single incident particle and a single target nucleus. Hence, the cross section is an

experiment-independent quantity.

Equation 1.1 indicates that the cross section of a given nuclear reaction can be

thought of as a geometric cross section of the nucleus. Indeed, a cross section even

has units of area. Figure 1.1 depicts a beam of particles incident on a volume of

target nuclei. The ratio of the areas (σ and A) will help in determining the rate at

which reactions occur. Looking at Equation 1.4, the rate R is the quantity that can

be measured by a detector. J and N can also be measured. Thus, σ can be deduced

from R, J , and N .
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Figure 1.1 A beam of arbitrary particles of the same type incident on a
target material with total area A and thickness x. The target is sufficiently
thin as to prevent any nuclei from overlapping.

Walter Hauser and Herman Feshbach published a formula in 1952 for modeling

the cross sections for reactions [6]. This model, now known as the Hauser-Feshbach

model, is used frequently for calculating the cross sections for reactions on unstable

targets. Their formula will be discussed in detail in the following section.

1.2 Hauser-Feshbach Formula

Bombarding a target nucleus with an incident particle can result in a number of

different outcomes. Each of these outcomes is called a reaction channel. As an

example, Figure 1.2 depicts a target nucleus A being hit with an incident particle

a, resulting in several different residual nuclei and varying outgoing particles. Steps

(1), (2), and (3) in the diagram represent the initial, intermediate, and final states of

the reaction respectively. Projectile a approaches A in the initial state. According to

quantum mechanics, there is a probability that the two particles will interact either

by transmission of a into the nucleus (absorption) or by the scattering of a away

from the nucleus. The probability of the projectile being absorbed into the target is
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Figure 1.2 An example of reaction channels for arbitrary target nucleus A
and incident particle a. Note how the bottom two residuals in step (3) are
the same but with different exit particles.

called the “transmission coefficient,” and is denoted as Tinc in Equation 1.5. When

the projectile is absorbed, the target nucleus enters an excited state as seen in the

intermediate state—step (2) in Figure 1.2. After some time, the excited nucleus will

decay into a residual nucleus by emitting one or more particles.

There are numerous ways that the excited nucleus can decay. The probability of

each outgoing particle exiting the excited nucleus is represented by another transmis-

sion coefficient denoted as Texit. The process of going from the initial state, through

an intermediate state, and ending in one of the possible final states of the diagram

is what is a reaction channel. Particularly interesting is that of the bottom two fi-

nal states. The two residual nuclei are the same because the excited nucleus lost

a total of two protons and two neutrons. However, the two states are two distinct

reaction channels and thus have different transmission coefficients associated with
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them. Transmission coefficients for the incident and exit particles are used in the

computation of the cross section for a given reaction channel.

A typical reaction is denoted as A(a,b)B, where particle a is incident on target

nucleus A and particle b is emitted, resulting in residual nucleus B. Hereafter the A

and B will be dropped in the identification of the reaction channels. For a reaction

(a,b), the cross section can be calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach formula. This

formula is given by

σ =
πeλ̄

2

(2Itar + 1)(2Iinc + 1)

∑
E,J,πe

(2J + 1)TincTexit∑
i Texit,i

(1.5)

where πe is the parity of the excited nucleus, Itar and Iinc are the spins of the target and

projectile (respectively), and λ̄ is the reduced DeBroglie wavelength of the incident

particle, given by

λ̄ =
λ

2π
=
h̄

p
. (1.6)

In this equation, λ is the DeBroglie wavelength of the incident particle, h̄ is the

reduced Planck’s constant, and p is the momentum of the incident particle. The

summed terms in Equation 1.5 can be viewed as a ratio that gives the cross sec-

tion its probabilistic nature. The numerator takes the transmission coefficients for

the reaction channel in question and sums them over the energy (E), total angular

momentum (J), and the parity (πe) of the possible intermediate states. The denom-

inator is the sum of the transmission coefficients for all possible exit channels. In

essence, the Hauser-Feshbach formula finds the ratio between the probability of the

specific reaction channel and the probability of all emission channels. The (2I + 1)

and (2J + 1) terms account for the degeneracy of the spin states of spherical nuclei.

Hence, this was the formula used in the spherical calculations analyzed in this project.

For the deformed calculations, a modified version of this formula is used. This
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modified Hauser-Feshbach formula is given as

σ = πeλ̄
2

∑
E,J,πe,M

τincτexit∑
i τexit,i

, (1.7)

with

τinc = |〈jincjtarmincmtar|JM〉|2 Tinc (1.8)

τexit = |〈jexitjresmexitmres|JM〉|2 Texit. (1.9)

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, 〈j1j2m1m2|JM〉, account for the coupling of angular

momenta for each spin state—replacing the need for the (2I+1) and the (2J+1) terms.

In addition to the summed variables from the Hauser-Feshbach formula, Equation

1.7 also sums these new coefficients over the projection of the spin onto an axis

of symmetry (M). Notice that the essence of Equation 1.7 is the same as that of

Equation 1.5, namely that the cross section for a given reaction is proportional to

the ratio of the probability of that reaction channel and the probability of all emitted

channels. The difference arises in the explicit angular momentum coupling replacing

the former degeneracy factors.

1.3 Purpose

With the development of computing resources, the spherical Hauser-Feshbach model

has been implemented in many codes. It is known, however, that not all nuclei

are perfectly spherical [7]. In fact, the nuclei of most elemental isotopes—especially

heavier ones—tend to have a deformed spherical.

In 2013, Steve Grimes developed a deformed Hauser-Feshbach code [1]. This

code calculated cross sections for nuclei going to specific final states of spin, energy,

etc. (Reaction networks use the total cross section, or the sum of cross sections

to individual states.) Thus, using Grimes’ code meant that it would need to be run
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thousands of times and then results would need to be summed together. His code also

neglected to include several incident channels such as the deuteron (2H), the triton

(3H) and the alpha particle (4He). It also only considered a limited number of exit

channels. Grimes utilized a uniform energy grid, which caused significant numerical

instabilities at lower energies, since the transmission coefficients are assumed constant

over a given energy bin.

Due to these limitations, a new deformed Hauser-Feshbach code (“Raccoon”) was

written [2]. In addition to the gamma ray, proton, and neutron incident particles

included in the Grimes code, deuteron, triton, 3He, and alpha particle channels were

also considered. All kinematically available exit channels involving these same seven

particles were included as well. The purpose of this research is to analyze the results

from this code in order to determine how large the differences are between spherical

and deformed calculations. If differences are large, it justifies recreating new localized

cross section sets using the deformed model.

Two spherical calculations were performed in the Raccoon code. The first used a

purely spherical model, and the second utilized a spherical model but also included

level density enhancements to account for rotational states. Because there are two

spherical calculations and one deformed calculation in the code, the ratios

r1 =
σsph1
σdef

and r2 =
σsph2
σdef

(1.10)

will be used to determine how much the spherical calculations deviate from the de-

formed calculations. Small differences for each reaction are to be expected. Larger

differences will require further attention and possible re-evaluation of the models and

subsequent re-calculation of cross sections.



Chapter 2

Methods

Computations of the cross sections were retrieved from the Research Computing re-

sources at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah [8]. Nuclear cross sections were

computed in three sets—two of them used spherical calculations of nuclei and the

third used deformed calculations. The first of the spherical calculations (denoted

sph1) treated all nuclei as purely spherical, while the second (sph2) used spherical

calculations with level density enhancements to account for rotational states of nu-

clei. The deformed calculations (def) took into account fully deformed calculations

of target nuclei.

Calculations were made for over 1500 target nuclei bombarded with seven incident

particles (or projectiles), each containing about 15 exit channels on average. These

calculations were made using all three sets, or models, and resulted in over 300, 000

total reaction channels for each model. This data was organized into directories

according to the model used, the target nucleus, the incident particle, and the residual

nucleus.

With the exception of the folders separating the model used, the names of each of

these directories were created using six-digit numbers in the form ZZZAAA, where

8
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Z and A represent the digits of the atomic number and atomic mass number, respec-

tively, of the target, projectile, or residual. For example, a single neutron, 1
0n, would

be listed as 000001 and Carbon-14, 14
6C, would be 006014. Each of the target/pro-

jectile pairs was first archived (due to file limits on RC machines), and then the full

directory (called pass9/) was archived. This required the data to be unpacked and

parsed in order to effectively compare and analyze it.

2.1 Unpacking the Data

The unpacking and analysis of the data was done on a single desktop computer. The

accumulation of the unpacked directories, together with the analysis codes created,

required approximately 20 GB of disk space. The unpacking process required an

additional 20 GB of hard drive space for a total of 40 GB.

Codes for this project were written primarily using Python 3.6.9 and using bash

shell scripting in the Linux terminal. The directory containing all of the data was

named pass9/. Inside of the original, uncompressed pass9/ folder, the directories

contained within were organized as

def/sph1/sph2

target

incident

residual1.pop

residual2.pop

residual3.pop

where the target directory, incident directory, and residual files were all labeled as

ZZZAAA according to the nucleus or particle represented. Each of the more than

30, 000 target/projectile pairs within the pass9/ directory were archived into files
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named as ZZZAAA.tar according to the incident particle before the entire directory

was archived and compressed. All the target directories shared the same seven inci-

dent particle directories—namely 0
0γ, 1

0n, 1
1p, 2

1H, 3
1H, 3

2He and 4
2He. Simply unpacking

the incident.tar files only grouped them into seven directories (one for each in-

cident particle), mixing all the residuals for all different targets. A bash script was

therefore used to preserve this directory structure after first unpacking the full pass9/

directory.

The pass9/ directory was archived and compressed into a single file. This required

the data to be unpacked and parsed in order to effectively compare and analyze it.

The first step in decompressing the file was to undo the .bz2 compression, i.e. unzip

it. Using the command bzip2 -d pass9.tar.bz2 at the command prompt, the file

was unzipped and produced a single pass9.tar file that was less than 20 GB in

size. Next was to unpack the .tar file using the command tar -xvf pass9.tar,

which would keep the tar file and create a new directory called pass9/ containing

the model type and target nucleus directories, each with several more nested .tar

files corresponding to the incident particles.

The unpack.sh script was created and then copied into the pass9/ directory to

unpack the incident.tar files into their respective target directories. Subsequently,

this script was executed in the Linux terminal. See Appendix B for a condensed

version of this script. This script moves into the target nucleus folders and unpacks

the incident tar file for every reaction. Once the script was finished, verification was

done to ensure that everything had unpacked according to the directory structure

mentioned. Then, the command find . -name "*.tar" -exec rm {} \; was used

to delete the leftover .tar files, in order to save disk space. With the data correctly

unpacked, Python scripts could then be written to visualize and interpret the data.
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2.2 Building Data Ratios

As hinted in Section 2.1, each model produced a residual.pop file corresponding

to each of the residual nuclei in a reaction with a given target nucleus and incident

particle. This .pop extension refers to what is called a “population” file. The output

of the computations yielded the relative total populations of residual nuclei. These

total populations for each residual were equal to the sum of all the cross sections in

which the specific residual was produced, given the target and incident particle. This

was done because of sum of the cross sections for all reaction channels equals the

cross section of the projectile transmitting into the target for a given target-projectile

pair, as previously discussed in Section 1.2.

Each population file corresponding to a reaction contained anywhere from 1 to

150 different incident energy levels. In order to accurately measure the differences

between the cross sections calculated by each of the two spherical models and those

calculated by the deformed model, ratio values were computed using cross sections

from each of the three models at shared incident energy levels. A reaction containing

N shared energies between spherical 1, spherical 2 and deformed calculations would

also have N ratio values for each of the two spherical models. These ratio comparisons

between each spherical calculation and the deformed calculation were defined by

rk ≡
σsphk
σdef

, (2.1)

where rk is the ratio comparison, k = 1, 2 represents the corresponding spherical

calculation, and σ is the cross section.

Because of the nature of Equation 2.1, the ratio values show the fractional differ-

ence between each spherical calculation and the deformed calculation, with a value

of 1.00 occurring when the two cross sections were identical. As a starting point, the

cross sections were read in and these ratios were calculated for all neutron capture
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reactions with the incident neutron having 0.03 MeV of energy. Such reactions are of

particular interest, so this was a good place to start comparing data [9, 10].

A new python script was created that would write a plain text file for every reaction

to display the r1, r2, and σdef values at each energy level. After using a find command

in the terminal to find all the reaction file paths contained in the deformed directory,

the file paths were written to a text file, named residualsDef.txt, and later used

by a new python code script to read in data from all three model types. This code,

called WriteRatios.py, used the reaction file paths from residualsDef.txt to read

through all the existing reactions contained in the all three model type directories (the

deformed and the two spherical directories). This Python script, along with several

others to be discussed in Chapter 3, can be found in Appendix A. If the reaction was

found in all three models, the code would write a text file, titled as ZZZAAA.txt for

the atomic number and atomic mass number of the residual nucleus. This text file

contained r1 and r2 values for however many energy levels were shared among the

three models for said reaction.

Within the WriteRatios.py code, the collection of ratios were weighted and av-

eraged to find a single average ratio, r̄, to use in comparing different reactions. For

reactions with only one set of ratios, no weighting was needed since r̄ = r. For

reactions with more than one set of ratios, however, this average value was found as

r̄1 =

∑N
i r1,iwi∑N
i wi

and r̄2 =

∑N
i r2,iwi∑N
i wi

, (2.2)

where wi represents the weight assigned to the ith energy level. This weighting for

reactions with more than one set of ratios was determined by

wi = ∆E · σdef =


(E1 − E2)σdef , if i = 1

Ei−1−Ei+1

2
σdef , if 1 < i < N

(EN−1 − EN)σdef , if i = N

(2.3)
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where Ei denotes the energy of the incident particle in MeV. Because the population

files for each reaction were listed from highest to lowest energy, the weights would

subtract the lower energy, Ei+1, from the higher, Ei−1, so as to maintain positive

values in the calculations.

Weights for calculating r̄k were needed because of the spacing of the incident

energy levels (or bins) for each reaction. Incident energies varied from 20 MeV to

about 1 keV, and the bin spacing became more dense as the energies became smaller.

Hence a non-weighted average would not accurately represent the average cross section

for the range of energies. The ∆E term reduces the impact on the r̄k values for the

small energy bins found at low energies. On the other hand, the σdef term in Equation

2.3 places more emphasis on regions where the cross sections are large. Small cross

sections are more prone to numerical instabilities when calculated, so reducing the

impact of these by placing more emphasis on the large cross sections was necessary

as well.

Having computed the average ratios for every reaction, several more python scripts

were created to read in the average ratio files for all reactions or for specific reaction

types—such as proton capture, (n, 2n), and so on—and display them graphically.

Primary graphical representations utilized in this project included histograms and

a chart of the nuclides—both of which displayed the average ratio values for re-

actions channels of interest. These graphical representations will be discussed in

Chapter 3. The codes for each these graphs, histograms.py for the histograms and

reactionPlot.py for the chart of nuclides, can be found in Appendix A. Also ex-

plored were scatter plots of the maximum cross section for each reaction and graphs

of the energy vs cross section for several reactions. These graphs were then visually

analyzed as will be discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 3

Results and Analysis

The types of graphs used for the analysis were primarily histograms, scatter plots,

and density plots in the form of a chart of the nuclides. All of these utilized the

average ratio values either for all reactions or for specific reaction channels. The pri-

mary reaction channels explored in this project were proton capture, neutron capture,

(n,2n), (n,p), (p,n), and (p,2n).

3.1 Histograms

As explained in Section 1.3, the purpose of this project was to see if modifying the

Hauser-Feshbach model to account for the nuclear deformation made a significant dif-

ference in the computation of cross sections. In this light, a ratio distribution sharply

peaked at 1.00 indicates that the spherical and deformed calculations produced the

same cross sections.

Figure 3.1 shows the histograms for the values of r̄1 and r̄2 for all reactions. The

histograms show that the distributions of average ratios, r̄1 and r̄2, for the reactions

in question were both sharply peaked around 1.00.

14
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Figure 3.1 Histograms representing the average ratio values less than 2.00
for all reactions. Reactions whose average ratio values were greater are to be
evaluated in future work.

The spread of values for both histograms show that most of the average ratios fall

within the range 0.50 to 2.00. In other words, most average ratios indicate that the

spherical cross sections deviate from the deformed cross sections by a factor of two or

less. Also, both histograms displayed two smaller peaks right around a ratio of 0.50

and 0.75. These peaks indicated that, for a handful of reactions, the deformed model

returned cross section values that were 25% or 50% larger than those returned by the

spherical models. Analysis on these peaks was not done during this project, but is

important for future work. See Section 4.4 for more details.

Histograms were also created for the specific reaction types listed previously. With

the exception of the proton capture and neutron capture reactions, each of the reaction

types yielded histograms very sharply peaked at 1.00. These other reactions will be

further discussed in the next chapter.
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3.2 Specific Reactions

Knowing which reactions produced r̄ values deviating from unity is essential in under-

standing the differences in spherical and deformed calculations. As such, a density

plot is helpful for showing how near or far a given r̄ is from 1.00. The density

plots used in this project were made to see whether or not there were any trends

in the deviating values. Since most target directories contained multiple residuals

(representing multiple reaction channels), these density plots were made only for the

selected reaction channels.

These plots were created to resemble a chart of the nuclides, meaning each point

represents a single target nucleus with Z protons and N neutrons. Gray points on

the charts represent a target that either had no residuals output for that specific

reaction channel or a target that was otherwise not included in the computations.

Other colors in the charts are used to help detect patterns in ratios that are higher

or lower than 1.00.

Figure 3.2 shows the density plot for all (p,2n) reactions. The charts for both r̄1

and r̄2 show that reactions near and along the band of stability are mostly white.

This indicates that the spherical and deformed calculations for more stable isotopes

are similar for the (p,2n) reaction channel.
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Figure 3.2 Density plots representing the average ratio values for the (p,2n)
reaction channel. Plots are created as a chart of nuclides to help patterns of
groupings in deviating values.

Other points of interest on the plots for Figure 3.2 are the groupings of red and

blue. The long strip of red along the right-hand side of the r̄1 chart indicate that σsph1

values are generally higher than σdef for proton-heavy targets. On the other hand,

the light blue in the bottom-left of the r̄1 chart means that σsph1 calculations tend

to be slightly less than σdef calculations for small targets. More discussion on these

density plots for all reaction channels of interest can be found in the next chapter.

3.3 Average Ratio vs Max Cross Section

In order to better understand which reactions contributed most to outlying values of

r̄1 and r̄2, scatter plots were constructed to visualize these ratio values as compared

with each reaction’s maximum cross section. The maximum cross section here is
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defined as the largest cross section value found in the output for each of the three

calculations.

It was expected that reactions with overall smaller cross sections would result in

greater numerical instabilities. After plotting the average ratio values against the

maximum cross section for all reactions, this was verified as the overall spread of

average ratio values was significantly greater for those reactions with smaller maxi-

mum cross sections. To see this effect, similar analyses were performed including only

those reactions with a maximum cross section greater than 10−10 barns, or greater

than 10−3 barns. Each time the cutoff cross section value was increased, the overall

spread of ratios decreased.
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Figure 3.3 This graph shows r̄1 vs maximum σ for (a) all reactions and
(b) all reactions with cross sections greater than 10−3 barns. Notice that the
spread of r̄1 values decreases as the values for σ increase.

Trimming down reactions in this way is justified as small cross sections have

negligible effects in reaction network modeling. Many target nuclei have multiple

reaction channels that can stem from a specific incident particle—some having dozens

of reaction channels. Each of these channels contributes to the overall reaction cross

section for an incident particle and target nucleus. The reaction cross section is

usually on the order of several barns. Thus, reaction channels with cross sections less
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Figure 3.4 This graph shows r̄2 vs maximum σ for (a) all reactions and
(b) all reactions with cross sections greater than 10−3 barns. Notice that the
spread of r̄2 values decreases as the values for σ increase.

than 10−3 barns have an insignificant comparative effect.

Figures 3.3a and 3.4a show these scatter plots for all reactions. Figures 3.3b and

3.4b show the trimmed scatter plots for all reactions with cross sections larger than

10−3 barns. In both of the graphs depicting all reactions, the largest spread of average

ratio values occurs when the maximum cross section is between 10−19 and 10−11 barns.

In the exclusive graphs, these values are eliminated and the spread of average ratio

values does not exceed a factor of 10. In other words, r̄1 and r̄2 values are always

between 0.1 and 10 for those reactions channels that contribute significantly to the

overall sum of the cross sections for each target.

3.4 Outliers

When looking at the histograms, as in section 3.1, it is important to note that the

x-axes cut off at 2.00. Thus, those reactions whose ratios implied more than 100%

difference were excluded from the histograms. Instead, those reactions were recorded

in a separate text file.

Previous iterations of the data set included many reactions whose average reaction
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Figure 3.5 Graph of the computed cross sections against the energy of the
incident particle for target 153

68Er.

ratios fell significantly outside the the above range—some of which were negative.

Immediate attention was given to correct any negative values or those larger than 10.

Tracking these down revealed a bug in the code used to compute the cross sections.

After correcting the bug and re-running the calculations, all negative cross sections

and all but one of the large outliers (those greater than 10) were eliminated.

Even after fixing these large outliers, the newest data set contained a handful

of smaller outliers, those with an average ratio value between 2.00 and 10.00. Such

reactions were recorded in a text file to be used in graphing the cross sections versus

incident energy for select reactions. One of these graphs is shown in Figure 3.5.

Many of these graphs revealed that the reaction in question only contained one

or two incident energies for the three model type directories. In such cases, the

cross sections being compared were very small and were removed when excluding

reactions with a maximum cross section less than 10−10 or less than 10−3, as described

in Section 3.3. Most of the graphs indicated that the cross sections were still a

few orders of magnitude smaller than one barn. These reactions contained cross

sections large enough to not be cut out using the method discussed in Section 3.3
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but would still not contribute much to overall reaction network modeling for the

target nucleus in question. Two possibilities for the cause of the remaining outliers

are numerical instabilities in the calculations or nuclear structure data that is either

sparse or missing. Further analysis of these outliers is needed.



Chapter 4

Conclusion

As described in Chapter 1, the aim of this research was to determine whether or not

the differences in dominant cross section channels indicated a need for redeveloping

cross section sets using a deformed Hauser-Feshbach code. Conclusions for proton

and neutron capture reactions are discussed in the following section, while the other

reaction types are covered in section 4.2. Other future work that will need to be done

will be discussed in section 4.4.

4.1 Capture Channels

The two capture channels analyzed were the proton and neutron capture reactions.

Accuracy in the modeling of capture cross sections is difficult due to high sensitivity

to the input parameters. Many of these parameters for such channels come from

systematics instead of experimental data [2]. As such, calculations within a factor of

2 of experimental cross section data are often considered satisfactory. In this project,

the input parameters for calculating the spherical and deformed cross sections were

not changed so the differences between them were still expected to be much smaller

22
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Figure 4.1 Histograms and density plots for the average ratio values for
the neutron capture reaction channel.

than a factor of two. Histograms for these two channels indicate that the vast majority

of the reactions produced calculations wherein the average ratios, r̄1 and r̄2, were

within a somewhat acceptable range. The sharp peak at 1.00 was still there, but the

distributions for these graphs were relatively wide.

Upon further inspection of the neutron capture channel, it was determined that

62.86% of the r̄1 values indicate that the σsph1 values fall within 10% of the σdef

values. Looking at those r̄1 values that fall within 50%, it was found that 99.95% of

the calculated σsph1 values deviate by that amount of their σdef counterparts. Such

results indicate that the spherical 1 calculations deviate from the deformed model
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Figure 4.2 Histograms and density plots for the average ratio values for
the proton capture reaction channel.

calculations by less than a factor of two, as expected. Similar percentages were found

for the average ratios involving spherical 2 computations as well. While it was found

that only 18.95% were within 10% of the deformed values, 93.55% of the r̄2 values

were within 50%.

The proton capture channel produced similar results to the neutron capture chan-

nel, with the vast majority of values within 50% of the deformed values. All of the

r̄1 values fell within said range, while 94.29% of the r̄2 values were within 50%.

The main question of interest is whether or not these channels (as well others,

discussed in Section 4.2) need to be revisited. Since the inputs were the same in all
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three sets of calculations, the differences are almost certainly due to adding in defor-

mation. Other capture channels not analyzed in this project—such as the deuteron

(2H), triton (3H), and alpha particle (4He) capture channels—can be easily analyzed

in a future project.

4.2 Dominant Channels with Exit Particles

Unlike the capture channels analyzed in this project, the other channels considered

can typically be modeled to within 10% of experimental cross section data. The

other channels considered were the (n,2n), (n,p), (p,n), and (p,2n) reaction channels.

Histograms of these channels were all very sharply peaked around 1.00 as expected.

Each reaction is considered separately in the following subsections.

4.2.1 (n,p) Reaction Channel

Looking at the histograms for the (n,p) reaction channel, it is easy to see a strong

peak at the expected 1.00 ratio value. Despite this strong peak, only 59.51% of the

r̄1 values fall within the ±10% range, while 70.02% of r̄2 values are within this same

range. This large spread in the histograms graph, see Figure 4.3, indicates that many

reactions may need to be revisited.
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Figure 4.3 Histograms and density plots for the average ratio values for
the (n,p) reaction channel.

The density plots for this reaction channel reveal that much of the deviating values

are found on or near the band of stability. The ratio 1 plot shows that most of the

deviations near stability indicate that σsph1 calculations are greater than the σdef

calculations. On the other hand, the graph for ratio 2 indicates that calculations

for σsph2 tend to be slightly less than calculations for σdef for near-stable targets. It

would be worthwhile to take the time to re-evaluate the cross sections for the (n,p)

reaction channel using localized systematics.
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4.2.2 (n,2n) Reaction Channel

The histograms for the (n,2n) reaction channel show a much sharper peak than the

(n,p) channel. Looking closely at the data reveals that 80.77% of reactions have ratio

values that fall within 10% of 1.00 for r̄1 and 86.70% of reactions are within this same

range for r̄2. With Figure 4.4 displaying such a slim distribution, the question is

then raised as to which targets result in those ratio values that fall outside the ±10%

range.
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Figure 4.4 Histograms and density plots for the average ratio values for
the (n,2n) reaction channel. Note the majority of white space near the band
of stability.

The density plots in Figure 4.4 show which values contribute to the spread of the
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ratio values. In both plots, the deviating values can be found in the light targets,

the heavy targets, and among those targets which are more proton-heavy. Nuclei

near the band of stability produced average ratio values that correspond to similar

or the same spherical and deformed calculations. Attention should be given to those

reactions that fell outside of the ±10% range. However, since the deviating values

are mostly away from the band of stability, priority should be given to other reaction

channels with near-stable targets resulting in deviating values—such as the capture

or (n,p) channels already considered.

4.2.3 (p,n) Reaction Channel

Figure 4.5 visualizes the results for the (p,n) reaction channel. Though 74.57% of

r̄1 values are within ±10% of 1.00 and 69.57% of r̄2 values are within ±10% of 1.00

for r̄2, the distributions are rather interesting. The histogram for ratio 1 still has its

highest peak at 1.00. Its distribution, however, is distinct from the other reaction

channels with exit particles considered in this project.

Excluding the max peak at 1.00, the distribution seems to be centered somewhere

just under this value. This means that the spherical 1 calculations tend to be lower

than the deformed calculations on average. This can be seen in the density plot, as

there looks to be a large number of bright blue spots. These are primarily seen both

left and right of stability.

The graphs for ratio 2, unlike those for ratio 1, are more regular when compared

with the other reaction channels considered in this project. Distribution of average

values on the histogram are slightly wider than that of ratio 1, but are more sym-

metrically centered about 1.00. There is a small peak around 1.4 that warrants some

future attention. The density plot reveals that most of the deviating values are for

heavy targets and those that are neutron-heavy. There is not a clear pattern for
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Figure 4.5 Histograms and density plots for the average ratio values for
the (p,n) reaction channel. Except for the peak at 1.00, the distribution for
the r̄1 histogram looks to be centered left of 1.00.

those regions, however, that tells if those reactions tend to be higher or lower than

1.00. There is a mix of both higher and lower values that make it more important

to check the reactions more carefully to see what parameters caused the spherical 2

calculations to deviate. Revisiting this reaction channel in greater detail would be

justified.
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4.2.4 (p,2n) Reaction Channel

Histograms for the (p,2n) reaction channel are similar in appearance to the histograms

for the (n,2n) reaction, but are wider than the latter. It was found that 75.83% of r̄1

values fall within 10% of 1.00 and 85.04% of r̄2 values fall in said range. See Figure

4.6 for these histograms, along with the density plots for this reaction channel. The

distribution for ratio 1 appears to slightly favor values greater than 1.00. These

locations of these values can be found in the corresponding density plot.
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Figure 4.6 Histograms for the average ratio values for the (p,2n) reaction
channel. The darker red on the right-hand side of the ratio 1 graph indicates
that proton-heavy targets led to higher σsph1 values than corresponding σdef
values.
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The red on the right-hand side of the ratio 1 density plot denotes that σsph1 is

larger than σdef for proton-heavy targets. Stable or near-stable targets resulted in

similar spherical 1 and deformed calculations. Such a statement can also be applied to

the spherical 2 plots. The few deviating values for spherical 2 (few as demonstrated by

the narrow distribution of the histogram) lie off stability in the density plot. Because

of ratio 1 graphs, the (p,2n) reaction channel warrants further attention. As with the

(n,2n) reaction channel, the (p,2n) channel should be placed as a lesser priority than

the other reaction channels analyzed in detail throughout this project.

4.3 Specific Reaction Channels Summary

Pulling all of the results for the specific reaction channels together, a few key ideas

become apparent. First, inclusion of nuclear deformation has an impact on Hauser-

Feshbach calculations. These specific reactions channels showed that many of the

reactions analyzed deviated from unity. Capture reactions show the greatest sensitiv-

ity to inclusion of deformation, as the spread of average ratio values was much wider

than the channels with an exit particle. The density plots for capture reactions show

that, on average, all reactions deviate greatly when accounting for nuclear deforma-

tion. Lastly, a significant number of reactions show deviations large enough to justify

a re-evaluation of standard cross section sets.

4.4 Future Work

As mentioned previously in Section 4.1, there are other reactions yet to be analyzed in

detail. Seven incident particles were used in the computations, yet only two of those

seven were considered in the detailed analysis. With a little adjustment to the Python
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Figure 4.7 Histograms for the average ratio values for all reaction channels
where the cross section exceeds 10−3 barns. Note the additional peaks at
0.50 and 0.75 that remain even after trimming the data.

scripts, the capture channels for 2n, 2H, 3H, and 4He could easily be considered. Such

results could provide additional insights into the capture channels as a whole, but

were not considered in this project. In addition to looking at other capture reaction

channels, further work could also be put into considering other exit channels. This

again would require minimal adjustments to the code created during this project, but

could bring additional insights.

Something that should be explored, however, is that of the additional peaks on the

histograms mentioned in Section 3.1. A text file for each of the 0.50 and 0.75 peaks

was already created that lists all the reactions that produced these peaks. Even after

cutting out those reactions with insignificant cross sections (as described in Section

3.3), these peaks still remain in the histograms. This can be seen in Figure 4.7. Time

should be spent on looking into the reactions to determine the source of these peaks.

In addition to examining the peaks, there were several outliers for which it would
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be beneficial to look over again with the aim of determining the source of the large

outlier values. For example, the outliers could come from sparse or missing data,

errors in the code, or they could be the true results from including the deformation

parameters. Looking over each of these individual outliers to make adjustments as

necessary should not, however, be placed as a priority over the extra peaks. Depending

on where large differences are found, local systematics may need to be developed to

recalculate cross section sets used in radiochemistry and astrophysics.
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Appendix A

Python Scripts

A.1 Writing Ratios

The following is the script created for writing ratios, weights, and average ratios.

Follow the comments to better understand the actions of the code.

1 from datetime import datetime # For evaluating run time

2 import os # Importing os to allow quick and easy creation

of the files

3

4 #____________________________Class______________________________

5 class ratioTable ():

6 def __init__(self):

7 self.start = datetime.now() #for evaluating runtime

8

9 def statusBar(self ,message , fileName):

10 import sys

11

12 #For calculating percent progress

13 if self.range == 0:

14 with open(’txtFiles /{}. txt’.format(fileName),’r’) as f:

36
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15 self.length = float(len(f.readlines ()))

16

17 #Display progress as percentage

18 sys.stdout.write(’{}... {}% \r’.format(message ,round(self.

range/self.length * 100,1)))

19 self.range += 1

20

21 ##### Makes a text files directory for

22 def makeFiles(self):

23 print(’Creating text files:’)

24

25 if os.path.isdir(’txtFiles ’):

26 os.system(’rm txtFiles -r’)

27 os.system(’mkdir txtFiles ’)

28

29 # Creating the text files

30 os.system(’find def/ -name "*. pop" > txtFiles/residualDef.txt’)

31 os.system(’find sph1/ -name "*. pop" > txtFiles/residualSph1.txt’

)

32 os.system(’find sph2/ -name "*. pop" > txtFiles/residualSph2.txt’

)

33

34 # Calling the SortValues function to sort the values

alphabetically

35 self.SortValues(’txtFiles/residualDef.txt’)

36 self.SortValues(’txtFiles/residualSph1.txt’)

37 self.SortValues(’txtFiles/residualSph2.txt’)

38

39 # Printing when creating and sorting files is done

40 print(’\tSuccesfully created and sorted files ’)

41
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42 ##### Sorts the file passed into it and writes results to new file

43 def SortValues(self ,fileName):

44 # Opens the given file to sort the values inside it

45 with open(fileName , ’r’) as f:

46 values = f.readlines ()

47 values.sort()

48 os.remove(’{}’.format(fileName))

49 with open(fileName ,’w’) as s:

50 for line in values:

51 s.write(line)

52

53 ##### Write tables containing energy , ratio1 , ratio2 , def cross

section

54 def writeTable(self):

55 outfile = open(’def /{}. txt’.format(self.line [5: -5]),’w’)

56

57 #Loop through and check if energies are equal

58 for eD in range(len(self.energyDef)):

59 for e1 in range(len(self.energySph1)):

60 if self.energyDef[eD] == self.energySph1[e1]:

61 for e2 in range(len(self.energySph2)):

62 if self.energyDef[eD] == self.energySph2[e2]:

63 energyWrite = self.energyDef[eD]

64

65 #Use only the positive cross section values

66 if self.crossDef[eD] > 0 and self.crossSph1[e1] > 0

and self.crossSph2[e2] > 0:

67 ratio1 = self.crossSph1[e1]/self.crossDef[eD]

68 ratio2 = self.crossSph2[e2]/self.crossDef[eD]

69 outfile.write(’%-15s %-10.6f %-20.6f %.5e \n’%(

energyWrite ,ratio1 ,ratio2 ,self.crossDef[eD]))
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70

71 break

72 break

73

74 outfile.close()

75

76 #Open the file just written and check if it contains data

77 with open(’def /{}. txt’.format(self.line [5: -5]),’r’) as f:

78 content = f.readlines ()

79

80 #If the file is empty , remove it

81 if not content:

82 os.remove(’def /{}. txt’.format(self.line [5: -5]))

83

84 return #Go back to wrapper function

85

86 ##### Wrapper function to loop through all reactions

87 def readFiles(self):

88 from numpy import array

89

90 if os.path.isdir(’txtFiles/organizedReactions.txt’):

91 os.system(’rm txtFiles/organizedReactions.txt -r’)

92 print(’Reading files and writing ratios:’)

93 #!!! Easter Egg: First person to find this and email the author

94 # a picture of this Easter egg will win a free donut. Contact

the

95 # author at <josh.forsyth21@gmail.com >

96

97 #open file that contains list of all reactions in the data

98 with open(’txtFiles/residualSph1.txt’,’r’) as f:

99 self.range = 0
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100 self.line = f.readline () #read first line

101 orgReac = open(’txtFiles/organizedReactions.txt’,’a’)

102

103 #Loop through the list of reactions

104 while self.line:

105 #Open reaction folders (as model/target/incident/residual.

pop)

106 #if they exist and write ratio tables

107 try:

108 #open deformed .pop file and extract energies , cross

sections

109 with open(’def /{}’.format(self.line [5: -1]),’r’) as d:

110 linesDef = d.readlines ()

111 itemsDef = [lineDef.split () for lineDef in linesDef]

112 self.energyDef = [itemsDef[i][0] for i in range(len(

itemsDef))]

113 self.crossDef = array([ float(itemsDef[y][1]) for y in

range(len(itemsDef))])

114 #open sph1 .pop file and extract energies , cross sections

115 with open(self.line[:-1],’r’) as s1:

116 linesSph1 = s1.readlines ()

117 itemsSph1 = [lineSph1.split () for lineSph1 in linesSph1]

118 self.energySph1 = [itemsSph1[i][0] for i in range(len(

itemsSph1))]

119 self.crossSph1 = array([ float(itemsSph1[y][1]) for y in

range(len(itemsSph1))])

120 #open sph2 .pop file and extract energies , cross sections

121 with open(’sph2 /{}’.format(self.line [5: -1]),’r’) as s2:

122 linesSph2 = s2.readlines ()

123 itemsSph2 = [lineSph2.split () for lineSph2 in linesSph2]
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124 self.energySph2 = [itemsSph2[i][0] for i in range(len(

itemsSph2))]

125 self.crossSph2 = array([ float(itemsSph2[y][1]) for y in

range(len(itemsSph2))])

126

127 if max(self.crossDef)>= 1e-3 and max(self.crossSph1)>= 1e

-3 and max(self.crossSph2) >= 1e-3:

128 with open(’txtFiles/organizedReactions_exclude1.txt’,’a’

) as ex1:

129 ex1.write(’{}\n’.format(self.line [5: -5]))

130 with open(’txtFiles/organizedReactions_exclude2.txt’,’a’

) as ex2:

131 ex2.write(’{}\n’.format(self.line [5: -5]))

132 orgReac.write(’{}\n’.format(self.line [5: -5]))

133

134 #Skip reactions with all cross sections smaller than

10^( -10)

135 elif max(self.crossDef)>= 1e-10 and max(self.crossSph1)>=

1e-10 and max(self.crossSph2) >= 1e-10:

136 with open(’txtFiles/organizedReactions_exclude1.txt’,’a’

) as ex1:

137 ex1.write(’{}\n’.format(self.line [5: -5]))

138 orgReac.write(’{}\n’.format(self.line [5: -5]))

139

140 #Only include smallest values in all reactions file

141 else:

142 # Writing the organizedReactions.txt file

143 orgReac.write(’{}\n’.format(self.line [5: -5]))

144

145 # Write the ratio table

146 self.writeTable ()
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147

148 #move to next file if any of def ,sph1 ,sph2

149 #doesn’t contain reaction file

150 except FileNotFoundError:

151 pass

152

153 self.line = f.readline () #read next line in reactions file

154

155 # Creating the Status bar

156 self.statusBar(’\tFiles Read’,’residualSph1 ’)

157

158 # Closing the organizedReactions.txt file

159 orgReac.close()

160 print(’\n’,’\tFinished reading all of the files ’, sep=’’)

161

162 #### Write the weighted average ratios for each reaction to a new

residual.txt.avg file

163 def weightedAvg(self):

164 from numpy import array ,log

165 import sys

166 print(’Creating weighted averages from Ratio files:’)

167

168 with open(’txtFiles/organizedReactions.txt’,’r’) as f:

169 count = 0

170 line = f.readline ()

171 self.range = 0

172 while line:

173 self.statusBar(’\tWeighted Ratios written ’,’

organizedReactions ’)

174 try:
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175 #Open the file conatining ratio values and def cross

section

176 with open(’def /{}. txt’.format(line [:-1]),’r’) as r:

177 count +=1

178 infoAll = r.readlines ()

179 items = array ([info.split () for info in infoAll],dtype=

float)

180 #More than 2 energy levels => w_0 , w_n , sum(w_i)_(1<=i<=n

-1)

181 if len(items [:,0]) > 2:

182 weight_high = (items [0,0]-items [1 ,0])*items [0,3]

183 weight_low = (items[-2,0]-items [-1,0])*items [-1,3]

184 weights = (items[:-2,0]- items [2: ,0]) /2* items [1:-1,3]

185

186 #ratio average = sum(weights*ratios)/sum(weights) = (w_0

*r_0+w_n*r_n+sum(w_i*r_i))/totalSum(w_i)

187 avgRatio1 = (weight_high*items [0 ,1]+ weight_low*items

[-1,1]+sum(weights*items [1:-1 ,1]))/( weight_high+weight_low+sum(

weights))

188 avgRatio2 = (weight_high*items [0 ,2]+ weight_low*items

[-1,2]+sum(weights*items [1:-1 ,2]))/( weight_high+weight_low+sum(

weights))

189

190 #Exactly 2 energy levels => w_0 , w_n

191 elif len(items [:,0]) == 2:

192 weight_high = (items [0,0]-items [1 ,0])*items [0,3]

193 weight_low = (items[-2,0]-items [-1,0])*items [-1,3]

194

195 #ratio average = sum(weights*ratios)/sum(weights)

196 # = (w_0*r_0+w_1*r_1)/totalSum(w_i)
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197 avgRatio1 = (weight_high*items [0 ,1]+ weight_low*items

[-1,1])/( weight_high+weight_low)

198 avgRatio2 = (weight_high*items [0 ,2]+ weight_low*items

[-1,2])/( weight_high+weight_low)

199

200 #Only 1 energy level => no weights needed

201 else:

202 avgRatio1 , avgRatio2 = items[0,1], items [0,2]

203

204 #Write reaction channels causing 0.50 and 0.75 peaks

205 # to a file

206 if abs(avgRatio1 -0.50) < 0.1 or abs(avgRatio2 -0.50) < 0.1:

207 with open(’txtFiles /050 Averages.txt’,’a’) as peak1:

208 peak1.write(’{}\n’.format(line [: -1]))

209 elif abs(avgRatio1 -0.75) < 0.1 or abs(avgRatio2 -0.75) <

0.1:

210 with open(’txtFiles /075 Averages.txt’,’a’) as peak2:

211 peak2.write(’{}\n’.format(line [: -1]))

212

213 #Write the weighted averages to residual.txt.avg file

214 with open(’def /{}. txt.avg’.format(line [:-1]),’w’) as w:

215 w.write(’% -15.6f %.6f’ %(avgRatio1 ,avgRatio2))

216

217 with open(’txtFiles/sortedAvgReactionRatios.txt’,’a’) as h

:

218 h.write(str(line))

219

220 #If residual.txt doesn ’t exist for a reaction then skip

221 except FileNotFoundError:

222 pass

223
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224 line = f.readline ()

225

226 #Find all the weighted average ratio files and store them

227 os.system(’find def/ -name "*. txt.avg" > txtFiles/

sortedAvgReactionRatios.txt’)

228 self.SortValues(’txtFiles/sortedAvgReactionRatios.txt’)

229

230 print(’\n’, ’\tWriting Weighted Ratios files completed ’, sep=’’)

231

232 #__________________________End Class____________________________

233 #Initialize class , make folder for text files ,

234 # read in .pop files and write ratio1 and ratio2 values ,

235 # and use ratio values to create weighted averages

236 test = ratioTable ()

237 test.makeFiles ()

238 test.readFiles ()

239 test.weightedAvg ()

240

241 print(’Runtime was’,datetime.now()-test.start) # Display total run

time
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A.2 Histograms

Below is the script created for plotting histograms. Code comments thoroughly out-

line the specifics. This code also creates scatter plots of the average ratio values along

with the histograms. These scatter plots were not used in the analysis as they depict

similar information as the histograms.

1 from datetime import datetime

2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

3 plt.style.use(’seaborn ’)

4

5 #

_________________________________Class_____________________________________

#

6 class reactionHistogram ():

7 def __init__(self):

8 self.start = datetime.now() #for code run time

9 self.valsRatio1 = [] #stores ratio1 averages

10 self.valsRatio2 = [] #stores ratio2 averages

11 self.reactions = [] #stores reactions (target/incident/

residual)

12 self.count = 0 #helps know how many have been written

13 self.targets = []

14

15 ##### Sorts the file passed into it and writes results to new file

16 def SortValues(self ,fileName):

17 import os

18 # Opens the given file to sort the values inside it

19 with open(fileName , ’r’) as f:

20 values = f.readlines () # Reads all of the lines in the

file
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21 values.sort() # Sort all of the values inside the

file

22 os.remove(’{}’.format(fileName)) # Removes the unsorted file

23 with open(fileName ,’w’) as s: # Creates a new file

24 for line in values: # Goes through each line in the

sorted values list

25 s.write(line) # Writes the sorted values into the

file

26

27 ##### Finds residual.txt.avg files and stores them to a list

28 def findRatios(self ,reacLine):

29 #open file if it exists , store ratio averages and reactions

30 try:

31 with open(reacLine ,’r’) as r: #opens residual.txt.avg

file

32 self.count += 1 #increment counter

33 ratioLines = r.readline () #read in ratio averages

34 lineSplit = ratioLines.split () #split up ratio

averages

35 self.valsRatio1.append(float(lineSplit [0])) #stores ratio1

averages

36 self.valsRatio2.append(float(lineSplit [1])) #stores ratio2

averages

37 self.reactions.append(reacLine [4:]) #stores reactions

38 self.targets.append(int(reacLine [4:10])) #stores targets

39

40 #if residual.txt.avg file is not found , move on

41 except FileNotFoundError:

42 pass

43

44 ##### Writes ratio values >2 to a text file
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45 def outlierVals(self):

46 countR1 = 0 #counter for ratio1

47 countR2 = 0 #counter for ratio2

48

49 out1 = open(’txtFiles/outliersLarge.txt’,’w’)

50 out2 = open(’txtFiles/outliersSmall.txt’,’w’)

51

52 #Loop through ratio1 list and trim out large values

53 while countR1 < len(self.valsRatio1):

54 if self.valsRatio1[countR1] >= 1e1: #check if value > 10

55 out1.write(’{}) {}\n’.format(self.reactions[countR1],self.

valsRatio1[countR1 ]))

56 elif 2 < self.valsRatio1[countR1] < 1e1:

57 out2.write(’{}) {}\n’.format(self.reactions[countR1],self.

valsRatio1[countR1 ]))

58 countR1 += 1 #increment counter

59 print()

60

61 #Loop through ratio2 list and trim out large values

62 while countR2 < len(self.valsRatio2):

63 if self.valsRatio2[countR2] >= 1e1: #check if value > 10

64 out1.write(’{}) {}\n’.format(self.reactions[countR2],self.

valsRatio2[countR2 ]))

65 elif 2 < self.valsRatio2[countR2] < 1e1: #check if value > 10

66 out2.write(’{}) {}\n’.format(self.reactions[countR2],self.

valsRatio2[countR2 ]))

67 countR2 += 1 #increment counter

68

69 out1.close ()

70 out2.close ()

71
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72 self.SortValues(’txtFiles/outliersLarge.txt’)

73 self.SortValues(’txtFiles/outliersSmall.txt’)

74

75 ##### Creates scatter plots of ratio averages

76 def plotScatter(self ,name ,logScale):

77 high = [1.05]* max(self.targets) #list of acceptable highs

78 low = [0.95]* max(self.targets) #list of acceptable lows

79

80 #create a new figure and title it

81 fig1 = plt.figure (1)

82 fig1.suptitle("Spread of Ratio Averages for %s" %name)

83

84 #Left subplot

85 plt.subplot (121)

86 plt.plot(self.targets ,self.valsRatio1 ,’r.’) #plots avg on y axis

in red

87 plt.plot(high ,’g-’,low ,’g-’) #plots lines for acceptable

range

88 if logScale:

89 plt.yscale(’log’) #when logScale is true , scale the

y axis

90 plt.xlabel(’Target Nucleus (ZZZAAA)’) #labels x axis

91 plt.ylabel(’Average Ratio 1 Value’) #labels y axis

92 plt.title(’Ratio 1 Weighted Averages ’) #title left subplot

93

94 #Right subplot

95 plt.subplot (122)

96 plt.plot(self.targets ,self.valsRatio2 ,’b.’) #plots avg on y axis

in red

97 plt.plot(high ,’g-’,low ,’g-’) #plots lines for acceptable

range
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98 if logScale:

99 plt.yscale(’log’) #when logScale is true , scale the

y axis

100 plt.xlabel(’Target Nucleus (ZZZAAA)’) #labels x axis

101 plt.ylabel(’Average Ratio 1 Value’) #labels y axis

102 plt.title(’Ratio 2 Weighted Averages ’) #title right subplot

103

104 ##### Plots histograms for ratio averages

105 def plotHist(self ,name ,limView):

106 #Creates a new figure and titles it

107 fig2 = plt.figure (2)

108 fig2.suptitle(name)

109

110 #left subplot: histogram for ratio1 averages

111 plt.subplot (121)

112 if limView:

113 plt.hist(self.valsRatio1 ,bins =500, range =(0,2),align=’mid’,

color=’r’) #plot histogram

114 else:

115 plt.hist(self.valsRatio1 ,bins =500, align=’mid’,color=’r’) #

plot histogram

116 plt.title(’Ratio 1 Weighted Averages ’) #title left subplot

117 plt.xlabel(’Average Ratio 1 Value’)

118 plt.ylabel(’Number of Reactions ’)

119

120 #right subplot: histogram for ratio2 averages

121 plt.subplot (122)

122 if limView:

123 plt.hist(self.valsRatio2 ,bins =500, range =(0,2),align=’mid’,

color=’b’) #plot histogram

124 plt.xlim (0,2) #restrict x axis to [0,2] if enabled
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125 else:

126 plt.hist(self.valsRatio2 ,bins =500, align=’mid’,color=’b’) #

plot histogram

127 plt.title(’Ratio 2 Weighted Averages ’) #title left subplot

128 plt.xlabel(’Average Ratio 1 Value’)

129 plt.ylabel(’Number of Reactions ’)

130

131 ##### Uses proton and neutron drip lines to create list of target

isotopes

132 def dripLines(self):

133 #proton drip line

134 dripp=[ 1,

135 1, 3, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,

136 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34,

137 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, 47, 48, 52, 54,

138 56, 58, 60, 64, 67, 69, 71, 73, 76, 78,

139 81, 83, 85, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95, 97, 99,

140 103, 105, 107, 108, 112, 112, 117, 119, 121, 124,

141 126, 128, 130, 133, 135, 138, 140, 142, 144, 148,

142 150, 153, 155, 157, 159, 161, 164, 166, 169, 171,

143 176, 178, 184, 186, 191, 193, 199, 201, 206, 208,

144 212, 217, 225, 228, 230, 233, 234, 237, 240, 241,

145 245, 248, 251, 253, 255, 258, 260, 263, 265, 267,

146 272, 276, 278, 285, 287, 289, 291, 294]

147

148 #neutron drip line

149 dripn=[ 1,

150 7, 10, 13, 16, 21, 23, 25, 28, 31, 34,

151 37, 40, 43, 45, 47, 49, 51, 53, 56, 58,

152 61, 63, 66, 68, 71, 74, 76, 79, 82, 85,

153 87, 90, 92, 95, 98, 101, 103, 107, 109, 112,
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154 115, 117, 120, 124, 126, 128, 130, 133, 135, 138,

155 140, 143, 145, 148, 151, 153, 155, 157, 159, 161,

156 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 173, 175, 177, 179, 181,

157 184, 189, 192, 194, 198, 202, 204, 205, 210, 216,

158 217, 220, 224, 227, 229, 231, 233, 235, 237, 239,

159 241, 243, 245, 247, 249, 252, 254, 256, 258, 260,

160 262, 264, 266, 268, 270, 273, 275, 277, 279, 281,

161 283, 285, 287, 289, 291, 293, 294, 295]

162

163 isotopes = [] #for storing all the isotopes

164

165 #Loop through to create target isotopes

166 for Z in range (119):

167 for A in range(dripp[Z],dripn[Z]+1):

168 isotopes.append (1000*Z+A) #store as ZZZAAA

169 #Returns list of target isotopes

170 return isotopes

171

172 ##### Reaction Type: all reactions

173 def allReactions(self):

174

175 print("What would you like to see?")

176 print("\t1) all reactions\n\t2) all reactions > 10^( -10)\n\t3)

all reactions > 10^( -3)")

177 exclChoice = input("Please choose the numerical value: ")

178

179 if exclChoice == ’1’: reactionFile = ’txtFiles/

organizedReactions.txt’

180 if exclChoice == ’2’: reactionFile = ’txtFiles/

organizedReactions_exclude1.txt’
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181 if exclChoice == ’3’: reactionFile = ’txtFiles/

organizedReactions_exclude2.txt’

182

183 #open file that contains list of all reactions in the data

184 with open(reactionFile ,’r’) as f:

185 line = f.readline () #read first line

186 print(’def/%s.txt.avg’%line [: -1])

187 #Loop through the list of reactions , call findRatios functio

188 while line:

189 self.findRatios(’def/%s.txt.avg’%line [:-1]) #pass in

reaction.txt.avg

190 line = f.readline () #read next line

191

192 #trim: pass in reaction type , scale1=True , scale2=False ,

limView=True

193 self.outlierVals ()

194

195 reac = ’All Reactions ’

196 #call the plotting functions with input params:

197 # scatter(name= str {reaction type}, logScale= bool {use log

scale Y/n})

198 # hist(name= see ^, logScale= see ^, limView=bool {restrict view

range to [0 ,2]})

199 self.plotScatter(name=reac ,logScale=True) #

200 self.plotHist(name=reac ,limView=True)

201

202

203 ##### Reaction Type: neutron capture (n,gamma)

204 def neutronCapture(self):

205 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

206 isotopes = self.dripLines ()
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207

208 #loop through each of the target isotopes

209 for val in isotopes:

210 target = str(val) #target nucleus

211 daughter = str(val+1) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ)(AAA+1)}

212

213 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

214 if len(target) < 6:

215 for i in range(6-len(target)):

216 target = ’0’+target

217 daughter = ’0’+daughter

218

219 #findRatios: pass in target/neutron/residual

220 self.findRatios(’def /{}/000001/{}. txt.avg’.format(target ,

daughter))

221

222 reac=’All Neutron Capture Reactions ’

223 #call the plotting functions with input params:

224 # scatter(name= str {reaction type}, logScale= bool {use log

scale Y/n})

225 # hist(name= see ^, logScale= see ^, limView=bool {restrict view

range to [0 ,2]})

226 self.plotScatter(name=reac ,logScale=False) #

227 self.plotHist(name=reac ,limView=False)

228

229 ##### Reaction Type: (n,2n)

230 def n_2n(self):

231 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

232 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

233
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234 #loop through each of the target isotopes

235 for val in isotopes:

236 target = str(val) #target nucleus

237 daughter = str(val -1) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ)(AAA -1)}

238

239 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

240 if len(target) < 6:

241 for i in range(6-len(target)):

242 target = ’0’+target

243 daughter = ’0’+daughter

244

245 #findRatios: pass in target/neutron/residual

246 self.findRatios(’def /{}/000001/{}. txt.avg’.format(target ,

daughter))

247

248 reac=’All (n,2n) Reactions ’

249 #call the plotting functions with input params:

250 # scatter(name= str {reaction type}, logScale= bool {use log

scale Y/n})

251 # hist(name= see ^, logScale= see ^, limView=bool {restrict view

range to [0 ,2]})

252 self.plotScatter(name=reac ,logScale=False) #

253 self.plotHist(name=reac ,limView=False)

254

255 ##### Reaction type: (n,p)

256 def n_p(self):

257 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

258 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

259

260 #loop through each of the target isotopes
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261 for val in isotopes:

262 target = str(val) #target nucleus

263 daughter = str(val -1000) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ -1)(

AAA)}

264

265 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

266 if len(target) < 6: #for target isotope

267 for i in range(6-len(target)):

268 target = ’0’+target

269 if len(daughter) < 6: #for residual isotope

270 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

271 daughter = ’0’+daughter

272

273 #findRatios: pass in target/neutron/residual

274 self.findRatios(’def /{}/000001/{}. txt.avg’.format(target ,

daughter))

275

276 #trim: pass in reaction type , scale1=scale2=limView=False

277 reac=’All (n,p) Reactions ’

278 #call the plotting functions with input params:

279 # scatter(name= str {reaction type}, logScale= bool {use log

scale Y/n})

280 # hist(name= see ^, logScale= see ^, limView=bool {restrict view

range to [0 ,2]})

281 self.plotScatter(name=reac ,logScale=False) #

282 self.plotHist(name=reac ,limView=False)

283

284 ##### Reaction Type: proton capture (p,gamma)

285 def protonCapture(self):

286 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes
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287 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

288

289 #loop through each of the target isotopes

290 for val in isotopes:

291 target = str(val) #target nucleus

292 daughter = str(val +1001) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ+1)(

AAA +1)}

293

294 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

295 if len(target) < 6: #for target isotope

296 for i in range(6-len(target)):

297 target = ’0’+target

298 if len(daughter) < 6: #for residual isotope

299 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

300 daughter = ’0’+daughter

301

302 #findRatios: pass in target/proton/residual

303 self.findRatios(’def /{}/001001/{}. txt.avg’.format(target ,

daughter))

304

305 reac=’All Proton Capture Reactions ’

306 #call the plotting functions with input params:

307 # scatter(name= str {reaction type}, logScale= bool {use log

scale Y/n})

308 # hist(name= see ^, logScale= see ^, limView=bool {restrict view

range to [0 ,2]})

309 self.plotScatter(name=reac ,logScale=False) #

310 self.plotHist(name=reac ,limView=False)

311

312
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313 ##### Reaction Type: (p,n)

314 def p_n(self):

315 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

316 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

317

318 #loop through each of the target isotopes

319 for val in isotopes:

320 target = str(val) #target nucleus

321 daughter = str(val +1000) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ+1)(

AAA)}

322

323 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

324 if len(target) < 6: #for target isotope

325 for i in range(6-len(target)):

326 target = ’0’+target

327 if len(daughter) < 6: #for residual isotope

328 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

329 daughter = ’0’+daughter

330

331 #findRatios: pass in target/proton/residual

332 self.findRatios(’def /{}/001001/{}. txt.avg’.format(target ,

daughter))

333

334 reac=’All (p,n) Reactions ’

335 #call the plotting functions with input params:

336 # scatter(name= str {reaction type}, logScale= bool {use log

scale Y/n})

337 # hist(name= see ^, logScale= see ^, limView=bool {restrict view

range to [0 ,2]})

338 self.plotScatter(name=reac ,logScale=False) #
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339 self.plotHist(name=reac ,limView=False)

340

341

342 ##### Reaction Type: (p,2n)

343 def p_2n(self):

344 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

345 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

346

347 #loop through each of the target isotopes

348 for val in isotopes:

349 target = str(val) #target nucleus

350 daughter = str(val +999) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ+1)(

AAA -1)}

351

352 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

353 if len(target) < 6: #for target isotope

354 for i in range(6-len(target)):

355 target = ’0’+target

356 if len(daughter) < 6: #for residual isotope

357 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

358 daughter = ’0’+daughter

359

360 #findRatios: pass in target/proton/residual

361 self.findRatios(’def /{}/001001/{}. txt.avg’.format(target ,

daughter))

362

363 reac=’All (p,2n) Reactions ’

364 #call the plotting functions with input params:

365 # scatter(name= str {reaction type}, logScale= bool {use log

scale Y/n})
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366 # hist(name= see ^, logScale= see ^, limView=bool {restrict view

range to [0 ,2]})

367 self.plotScatter(name=reac ,logScale=False) #

368 self.plotHist(name=reac ,limView=False)

369

370 #___________________________End Class_______________________________

371 #run = reactionHistogram ()

372 #run.allReactions ()

373

374 #types of reactions in this code

375 reactions = [’0) all’,

376 ’1) neutron capture ’,’2) (n,2n)’,’3) (n,p)’,

377 ’4) proton capture ’, ’5) (p,n)’, ’6) (p,2n)’]

378

379 #Begin running the code , list reaction types

380 print(’Reaction Ratios Histograms ’)

381 view = True #variable to run the loop.

382

383 #Allow user to see as many plots as desired without rerunning the

code

384 while view:

385 #Display the list of reaction types from which to choose

386 print(’\nHere is the list of reaction types:’)

387 [print(’\t%s’%i) for i in reactions]

388 print("Which reaction would you like to see? ")

389 reacHist = int(input("Input numerical value: ")) #input selected

reaction type

390

391 #Prompt user to re-enter selection if incorrectly entered

392 while reacHist not in range (7):
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393 print(’Not a valid entry. Please select one of the above

reactions as listed .\n’)

394 reacHist = int(input("Input numerical value: ")) #input

selected reaction type

395

396 #run the class for selected reaction type only , print runtime ,

show plots

397 test = reactionHistogram () #initialize class

398 if reacHist ==0: test.allReactions ()

399 if reacHist ==1: test.neutronCapture ()

400 if reacHist ==2: test.n_2n()

401 if reacHist ==3: test.n_p()

402 if reacHist ==4: test.protonCapture ()

403 if reacHist ==5: test.p_n()

404 if reacHist ==6: test.p_2n()

405 count10Percent = [0,0]

406 count5Percent = [0,0]

407 count50Percent = [0,0]

408 for val in test.valsRatio1:

409 if abs(val -1.00) <= 0.05:

410 count5Percent [0] += 1

411 count10Percent [0] += 1

412 count50Percent [0] += 1

413 elif abs(val -1.00) <= 0.10:

414 count10Percent [0] += 1

415 count50Percent [0] += 1

416 elif abs(val -1.00) <= 0.50:

417 count50Percent [0] += 1

418

419 for val in test.valsRatio2:

420 if abs(val -1.00) <= 0.05:
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421 count5Percent [1] += 1

422 count10Percent [1] += 1

423 count50Percent [1] += 1

424 elif abs(val -1.00) <= 0.10:

425 count10Percent [1] += 1

426 count50Percent [1] += 1

427 elif abs(val -1.00) <= 0.50:

428 count50Percent [1] += 1

429 #Print percentage of ratio values that fall within x% of 1.00

430 print("%.2f percent of Ratio 1 values within 5 percent of Deformed

"%( count5Percent [0]/ len(test.valsRatio1)*100))

431 print("%.2f percent of Ratio 1 values within 10 percent of

Deformed"%( count10Percent [0]/ len(test.valsRatio1)*100))

432 print("%.2f percent of Ratio 1 values within 50 percent of

Deformed"%( count50Percent [0]/ len(test.valsRatio1)*100))

433 print()

434 print("%.2f percent of Ratio 2 values within 5 percent of Deformed

"%( count5Percent [1]/ len(test.valsRatio2)*100))

435 print("%.2f percent of Ratio 2 values within 10 percent of

Deformed"%( count10Percent [1]/ len(test.valsRatio2)*100))

436 print("%.2f percent of Ratio 2 values within 50 percent of

Deformed"%( count50Percent [1]/ len(test.valsRatio2)*100))

437 print(’Run time was’,datetime.now()-test.start)

438 plt.show() #Display plots

439

440 #Ask user to continue or quit.

441 prompt = input(’Would you like to see another reaction type (Y/n)?

’)

442 if prompt == ’Y’ or prompt == ’y’:

443 view = True #Continue if yes

444 else:
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445 view = False #Switch to kick out of loop

446 print(’Thank you. Good bye.’) #Quit if no
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A.3 Chart of Nuclides for Specific Reactions

This script was used to create density plots for the specific reaction channels analyzed

in this project. It is well commented to aid in understanding the code.

1 from datetime import datetime

2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

3 plt.style.use(’seaborn ’)

4

5 # Read in file

6 # Extract all ratio1 and ratio2

7 # Histograms of ratio1 and ratio2 averages for all reactions

8 #

_________________________________Class_____________________________________

#

9 class reactionPlot ():

10 #initialize class. Pass in max numbers of neutrons and protons.

11 # Default is 165 and 118, respectively

12 def __init__(self ,maxN =165, maxP =118, maxA =295):

13 from numpy import zeros

14 self.start = datetime.now() #for code run time

15 self.grid1 = zeros ([maxN ,maxP]) #for storing weighted ratio1

averages

16 self.grid2 = zeros ([maxN ,maxP]) #for storing weighted ratio2

averages

17

18 ##### Reads in weighted averages for a reaction and stores them in a

grid by (N,Z)

19 def findRatios(self ,targ ,inc ,resid):

20 #open file if it exists , store ratio averages and reactions

21 try:
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22 with open(’def /{}/{}/{}. txt.avg’.format(targ ,inc ,resid),’r’)

as r: #opens residual.txt.avg file

23 Z = int(targ [:3]) #atomic number (protons)

24 A = int(targ [3:]) #atomic mass number (protons+

neutrons)

25 N = A-Z #neutron number

26 ratioLines = r.readline () #read in ratio averages

27 lineSplit = ratioLines.split () #split up ratio averages

28 self.grid1[N,Z] = float(lineSplit [0]) #stores ratio1

averages

29 self.grid2[N,Z] = float(lineSplit [1]) #stores ratio2

averages

30

31

32 #if residual.txt.avg file is not found , move on

33 except FileNotFoundError:

34 pass

35

36 ##### Creates scatter plots of ratio averages

37 def chart(self ,name):

38 from matplotlib.colors import LogNorm #for using log scale for

colors

39 from matplotlib.cm import get_cmap #for modifying colors

40 import copy #for modifying colors

41

42 #Creates a custom(ish) color scheme

43 my_cmap = copy.copy(get_cmap(’seismic ’)) #copy a red -white -blue

color scheme

44 my_cmap.set_bad(’darkgray ’) #sets any 0 values to black

45

46 #create a new figure and title it
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47 fig1 = plt.figure (1)

48 fig1.suptitle("Spread of Ratio Averages for %s" %name)

49

50 #Left subplot

51 # plots the grid of ratio1 values using color scheme on log

scale

52 plt.subplot (121)

53 plt.imshow(self.grid1 ,origin=’lower’,cmap=my_cmap ,norm=LogNorm(

vmin=1e-1,vmax=1e1))

54 plt.ylabel(’N (neutrons)’) #labels x axis

55 plt.xlabel(’Z (protons)’) #labels y axis

56 plt.title(’Ratio 1 Weighted Averages ’) #title left subplot

57 plt.colorbar () #Display color legend

58

59 #Right subplot

60 # plots the grid of ratio2 values using color scheme on log

scale

61 plt.subplot (122)

62 plt.imshow(self.grid2 ,origin=’lower’,cmap=my_cmap ,norm=LogNorm(

vmin=1e-1,vmax=1e1))

63 plt.ylabel(’N (neutrons)’) #labels x axis

64 plt.xlabel(’Z (protons)’) #labels y axis

65 plt.title(’Ratio 2 Weighted Averages ’) #title right subplot

66 plt.colorbar () #display color legend

67

68 ##### Uses proton and neutron drip lines to create list of target

isotopes

69 def dripLines(self):

70 #proton drip line

71 dripp=[ 1,

72 1, 3, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
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73 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34,

74 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, 47, 48, 52, 54,

75 56, 58, 60, 64, 67, 69, 71, 73, 76, 78,

76 81, 83, 85, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95, 97, 99,

77 103, 105, 107, 108, 112, 112, 117, 119, 121, 124,

78 126, 128, 130, 133, 135, 138, 140, 142, 144, 148,

79 150, 153, 155, 157, 159, 161, 164, 166, 169, 171,

80 176, 178, 184, 186, 191, 193, 199, 201, 206, 208,

81 212, 217, 225, 228, 230, 233, 234, 237, 240, 241,

82 245, 248, 251, 253, 255, 258, 260, 263, 265, 267,

83 272, 276, 278, 285, 287, 289, 291, 294]

84

85 #neutron drip line

86 dripn=[ 1,

87 7, 10, 13, 16, 21, 23, 25, 28, 31, 34,

88 37, 40, 43, 45, 47, 49, 51, 53, 56, 58,

89 61, 63, 66, 68, 71, 74, 76, 79, 82, 85,

90 87, 90, 92, 95, 98, 101, 103, 107, 109, 112,

91 115, 117, 120, 124, 126, 128, 130, 133, 135, 138,

92 140, 143, 145, 148, 151, 153, 155, 157, 159, 161,

93 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 173, 175, 177, 179, 181,

94 184, 189, 192, 194, 198, 202, 204, 205, 210, 216,

95 217, 220, 224, 227, 229, 231, 233, 235, 237, 239,

96 241, 243, 245, 247, 249, 252, 254, 256, 258, 260,

97 262, 264, 266, 268, 270, 273, 275, 277, 279, 281,

98 283, 285, 287, 289, 291, 293, 294, 295]

99 isotopes = [] #for storing each target isotope

100

101 #Loop through to create target isotopes

102 for Z in range (119):

103 for A in range(dripp[Z],dripn[Z]+1):
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104 isotopes.append (1000*Z+A) #store as ZZZAAA

105

106 return isotopes #Returns list of target isotopes

107

108 ##### Reaction Type: neutron capture (n,gamma)

109 def neutronCapture(self):

110 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

111 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

112 incident = ’000001 ’ #incident neutron

113

114 #loop through each of the target isotopes

115 for val in isotopes:

116 target = str(val) #target nucleus

117 daughter = str(val+1) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ)(AAA+1)}

118

119 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

120 if len(target) < 6:

121 for i in range(6-len(target)):

122 target = ’0’+target

123 if len(daughter) < 6:

124 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

125 daughter = ’0’+daughter

126

127 #findRatios: pass in target/neutron/residual

128 self.findRatios(target ,incident ,daughter)

129

130 #chart: pass in reaction type

131 self.chart(name=’All Neutron Capture Reactions ’)

132

133 ##### Reaction Type: (n,2n)
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134 def n_2n(self):

135 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

136 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

137 incident = ’000001 ’ #incident neutron

138

139 #loop through each of the target isotopes

140 for val in isotopes:

141 target = str(val) #target nucleus

142 daughter = str(val -1) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ)(AAA -1)}

143

144 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

145 if len(target) < 6:

146 for i in range(6-len(target)):

147 target = ’0’+target #for target isotope

148 if len(daughter) < 6:

149 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

150 daughter = ’0’+daughter #for residual isotope

151

152 #findRatios: pass in target/neutron/residual

153 self.findRatios(target ,incident ,daughter)

154

155 #chart: pass in reaction type

156 self.chart(name=’All (n,2n) Reactions ’)

157

158 ##### Reaction type: (n,p)

159 def n_p(self):

160 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

161 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

162 incident = ’000001 ’ #incident neutron

163
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164 #loop through each of the target isotopes

165 for val in isotopes:

166 target = str(val) #target nucleus

167 daughter = str(val -1000) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ -1)(

AAA)}

168

169 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

170 if len(target) < 6:

171 for i in range(6-len(target)):

172 target = ’0’+target #for target isotope

173 if len(daughter) < 6:

174 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

175 daughter = ’0’+daughter #for residual isotope

176

177 #findRatios: pass in target/neutron/residual

178 self.findRatios(target ,incident ,daughter)

179

180 #chart: pass in reaction type

181 self.chart(name=’All (n,p) Reactions ’)

182

183 ##### Reaction Type: proton capture (p,gamma)

184 def protonCapture(self):

185 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

186 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

187 incident = ’001001 ’ #incident proton

188

189 #loop through each of the target isotopes

190 for val in isotopes:

191 target = str(val) #target nucleus
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192 daughter = str(val +1001) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ+1)(

AAA +1)}

193

194 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

195 if len(target) < 6: #for target isotope

196 for i in range(6-len(target)):

197 target = ’0’+target

198 if len(daughter) < 6: #for residual isotope

199 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

200 daughter = ’0’+daughter

201

202 #findRatios: pass in target/proton/residual

203 self.findRatios(target ,incident ,daughter)

204

205 #chart: pass in reaction type

206 self.chart(name=’All Proton Capture Reactions ’)

207

208 ##### Reaction Type: (p,n)

209 def p_n(self):

210 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

211 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

212 incident = ’001001 ’ #incident proton

213

214 #loop through each of the target isotopes

215 for val in isotopes:

216 target = str(val) #target nucleus

217 daughter = str(val +1000) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ+1)(

AAA)}

218
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219 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

220 if len(target) < 6: #for target isotope

221 for i in range(6-len(target)):

222 target = ’0’+target

223 if len(daughter) < 6: #for residual isotope

224 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

225 daughter = ’0’+daughter

226

227 #findRatios: pass in target/proton/residual

228 self.findRatios(target ,incident ,daughter)

229

230 #chart: pass in reaction type

231 self.chart(name=’All (p,n) Reactions ’)

232

233 ##### Reaction Type: (p,2n)

234 def p_2n(self):

235 #call the drip lines function to set up list of target isotopes

236 isotopes = self.dripLines ()

237 incident = ’001001 ’ #incident proton

238

239 #loop through each of the target isotopes

240 for val in isotopes:

241 target = str(val) #target nucleus

242 daughter = str(val +999) #daughter nucleus {ZZZAAA ->(ZZZ+1)(

AAA -1)}

243

244 #add 0’s to the front of the string so that the correct files

will open

245 if len(target) < 6: #for target isotope

246 for i in range(6-len(target)):
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247 target = ’0’+target

248 if len(daughter) < 6: #for residual isotope

249 for i in range(6-len(daughter)):

250 daughter = ’0’+daughter

251

252 #findRatios: pass in target/proton/residual

253 self.findRatios(target ,incident ,daughter)

254

255 #chart: pass in reaction type

256 self.chart(name=’All (p,2n) Reactions ’)

257 #___________________________End Class_______________________________

258

259 #types of reactions in this code

260 reactions = [’1) neutron capture ’,’2) (n,2n)’,’3) (n,p)’,

261 ’4) proton capture ’, ’5) (p,n)’, ’6) (p,2n)’]

262

263 #Begin running the code , list reaction types

264 print(’Reaction Ratios Chart\n’)

265 view = True

266

267 while view:

268 #Display the list of reaction types from which to choose

269 print(’Here is a list of reactions:’)

270 [print(’\t%s’%i) for i in reactions]

271 print(’Which reaction would you like to see?’)

272 reacChart = int(input("Input numerical value: ")) #input selected

reaction type

273

274 #Prompt user to re-enter selection if incorrectly entered

275 while reacChart not in range (1,7):
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276 print(’Not a valid entry. \nPlease enter one of the reactions as

listed aboved.’)

277 reacChart = int(input("Input numerical value: ")) #input

selected reaction type

278

279 #run the class for selected reaction type only , print runtime ,

show plots

280 test = reactionPlot () #initialize class

281 if reacChart ==1: test.neutronCapture ()

282 if reacChart ==2: test.n_2n()

283 if reacChart ==3: test.n_p()

284 if reacChart ==4: test.protonCapture ()

285 if reacChart ==5: test.p_n()

286 if reacChart ==6: test.p_2n()

287 print(’Run time was’,datetime.now()-test.start)

288 plt.show() #Display figure

289

290 #Ask user to continue or quit.

291 prompt = input(’Would you like to see another reaction type (Y/n)?

’)

292 if prompt == ’Y’ or prompt == ’y’:

293 view = True #Continue if yes

294 else:

295 view = False #Switch to kick out of loop

296 print(’Thank you. Good bye.’) #Quit if no



Appendix B

Unpacking the Data

include the bash script for unpacking the data.

#!/bin/bash

unpack () {

cd $1/$2

tar -xvf $3

cd ../..

}

unpack sph1 000001 000000.tar

unpack sph1 000001 000001.tar

unpack sph1 000001 001001.tar

unpack sph1 000001 001002.tar

unpack sph1 000001 001003.tar

unpack sph1 000001 002003.tar

unpack sph1 000001 002004.tar

75



76

unpack sph1 000002 000000.tar

...

unpack sph1 114289 002004.tar

unpack sph2 000001 000000.tar

unpack sph2 000001 000001.tar

...

unpack sph2 114289 002004.tar

unpack def 000001 000000.tar

unpack def 000001 000001.tar

...

unpack def 114289 002004.tar
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